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FORMENTERA

COMTE BAY

HIPPY MARKET LAS DALIAS

Surrounded by two rocky sides, the sandy beach of the
Bay of Comte is an amazing experience, getting there
only by climbing the excavated steps in the rock.
The beach ensures a safe swim for everybody, especially
for the children. There are very few areas of shade, so
bring something for protection. The views of the sea with
different colours, will give you the impression that the
island was planted in the middle of the sea.

Ibiza has an artistic root that goes back to the early 60s
when craftsmen, painters and designers settled on the
island to experience its unique atmosphere, light and freedom of expression. All this is reflected in the markets where
you can buy handmade items from clothing to jewellery
and ceramics.

IBIZA OLD TOWN

Taking the name of salt fields of south of Ibiza, the
beach of Las Salinas is located at the southern end of
the Island. The long sandy curve that forms the beach
is surrounded by pine trees and dunes. The crystal clear
waters sparkle in the days without wind and radiate a
sublime stillness and serenity.

The romantic medieval Castle of Ibiza is a must for all visitors that come to the island. Later in the evening you can
enjoy a nice cocktail in the bustling port area and see the
rest of Ibiza.

USHUAÏA IBIZA BEACH HOTEL
The events will be located around pool area. The hotel also has
a beach bar and nightclub on the inside. Glamour, glamour and
more glamour for a full line of international DJs, from Avicii to David Guetta, or the famous party Ants.

ST. GERTRUDIS

Cap des Falcó
Punta de
la Rama

Formentera is a must if you are in Ibiza for few days. All the island
has amazing beaches of white sand and blue water like Ses Illetes
-one of the best beaches in the world-. The best option is to spend
a whole day for its beaches and places like El Far de la Mola.

A day at Nikki Beach it’s perhaps the definition of how to live life
with style and Ibiza has become such a popular place that it is already a cliché for the rich, handsome and famous. You can enjoy a
journey in the pool, where you can enjoy watching different shows.
Every day is a good option to going to find the essence of the more
famous beach club of the world
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THE SALINAS

In the geographic heart of the island, the village of St. Gertrudis,
there is a representative micro system of Ibiza. Inclined to follow
the traditions, the main square is home to the church of white
walls and a small area of bars, restaurants and shops, while in the
surrounding, agricultural landscape dominates the scenery with
sheep, goats and the only farm with dairy cows from the island.

BENIRRÀS
Located in the northeast of the island, the beach of Benirras is
known for magic that follows. A paradise in full nature that offers
spectacular views of the sunset. It is good to go to spend Sundays
when at the end of the day you’ll discover the feast of drums, a particular way of saying goodbye to the day with the music of the real
hippies of the island. The Beach offers typical restaurants as beach
clubs and a great sand tong where you can spend an incredible
day.

SURF HOUSE SAN ANTONIO
In San Antonio you will find a water sports club where you can
enjoy surfing in an artificial waves. Further, in this town you will
have everything to spend an incredible day with many variety of
activities, high gastronomy and an excellent environment.

